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Summary
Computer simulation of the one-on-one aerial combat encounter is now
•	 rl a routine performance assessment tool for advanced air-superiority fighters.
These simulations are generated under the control of specified guidance
i;, laws.	 Given an initial state, the vehicle and atmospheric characteristics,
and the guidance laws the aerial combat encounter, or dogfight, is then
simulated by forward integration of the two vehicles' motion. 	 Manyif
EI "scissorguidance laws tend to develop 	 -like" aircraft maneuvers as each
vehicle seeks to obtain a firing opportunity in the shortest elapsed time.
When one vehicle is advantaged it is possible that a delay in achieving
a firing opportunity will result in the achievement of a better firing
opportunity as measured by success probability. 	 Generally these improved
^t
fining opportunities occur when the attacker achieves a tail position
on his opponent.
This report describes-the development of a combat guidance law which
ii
converts positional advantage into an improved firing opportunity by
"j delaying the time at that opportunity.	 A combination of lag, line-of-sight,
y and lead pursuit steering paths are followed in the guidance law. 	 Generally,
the guidance law is based on the use of parameters which are familiar to
.il the combat pilot.	 These parameters include steering error, target angle-off
ri
and the relative velocities.	 The guidance law is therefore in a form
which can readily be automated either as an on-board aid to manned aircraft
ii pilots or as a combat guidance law for unmanned vehicles.
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PREFACE
This report was prepared under Contract NAS 2-9223, A Study into
' the Applicability of Three-Dimensional Combat Analysis and Differential
Game Theory to Advanced Weapon Systems.	 The report discusses several.
' rating functions which may be applied to the analysis of aerial combat
encounters and develops a heuristic guidance law developed to achieve a
'?	 ! tail attack position on an opponent.
The tail attack guidance law is applied to an encounter involving
an advanced manned fighter aircraft and a remotely piloted vehicle (RPV)
® having superior maximum load factor capability. 	 It is shown that the
` new guidance law allows the RPV to achieve and hold a tail attack position {
in thirty seconds from an initial position of geometric and kinematic
equality.	 For comparison using the same initial position, a straight-
forward line-of-sight attack results in a series of high angle-off low
L
kill probability passes of the scissors type.	 The newly developed tail i
attack guidance law involves a. combination of lead pursuit, line-of-sight,
r	 i
t' lag pursuit, and throttle control laws with control law selection s -
dependent on a partitioning of state space primarily in the angle-off/
steering error plane. rz
is
Mr. Michael E. Tauber of NASA Ames Research Center acted as the
a
government technical monitor for the study and assisted. in evaluation
of the new control law.	 Mr. D. S. Hague was the Aerophysics Research
Corporation principal investigator for this work. 4
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HEURISTIC APPROACH TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF RATINGS AND TACTICS APPLICABLE TO THE
ONE-ON-ONE AERIAL COMBAT (DOGFIGHT) ENCOUNTER
Donald S. Hague
Aerophysics Research Corporation, Bellevue, Washington
Introduction
Various combat rating functions can be used to measure the outcome
of a one-on-one dogfight, for example, time to first firing opportunity
it or time within weapon system firing constraints. 	 However, a given vehicle
may be equipped with a variety of weapon systems; hence, there is a needJ
...1 for a dogfight rating which measures the intrinsic maneuver capability of
f. the vehicle independent of the particular weapon system being employed.
The construction of such a criteria is discussed in this report.
The simplest criteria provides a measure of the relative time each
s.
I of the two combatants maintains his opponent within a cone of specified
F> angle.	 It is thus an integral measure of combat performance over a given
encounter or series of encounters.	 The measure is non-dimensionalized to
-
provide a combat rating for each vehicle. 	 This measure varies in the range
1
?I
0	 RC < 100	 (1)
where RC is the combat rating.
This measure provides only a qualitative indicator for vehicle perfor-
mance.	 The actual outcome of a dogfight depends on many additional
factors which are not included in the combat rating, for example,
1.	 Pilot skill in flight control, weapon system usage, and
initial condition control together with pilot determination
^I and will to succeed.
2. Detailed weapon system characteristics.
z
3. Luck with regard to the actual initial conditions experienced
in an encounter or the quality of an opposing pilot.
A combat encounter in the "Combat Optimization and Analysis Prorra,i,"
COAP, ref. 1 occurs between two vehicles in three-dimensional space. Pilot
and vehicle characteristics are specified independently for each vehicle,
Figure 1. The manner in which the COAP program
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generates a dogfight is illustrated in Figure 2. An instantaneous steering
vector is defined on the basis of vehicle state and the opponent's state.
Given instantaneous steering vectors each vehicle first banks to maximize
acceleration along this vector. Then, second pitches to maximize steering
vector acceleration. This process has the approximate effect of maintaining
the steering vectors in each vehicle's plane of symmetry through the canopy.
It also tends to produce maximum angle-of-attack maneuvers for large steering
errors subject to pilot and vehicle flight limitations.
Figure 3 illustrates some typical steering vectors which may be employed
to produce a simulated dogfight. They include lag, line of sight, and lead
vectors. Selection of a particular vector should depend on the relative
state of each vehicle. Steering vector selection will be discussed later
in this report.
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Typical Dogfight
I
A typical dogfight between two vehicles is presented in Figure 4.
Vehicle characteristics and capabilities are representative of a remote
piloted vehicle and an advanced manned fighter. The highly dynamic
nature of the dogfight is readily apparent. Total flight time is forty
seconds. The periods of low steering error conditions, which must be
satisfied for an attack, are shown by the hatched regions of the combat.
Some very significant parameters from the pilot's viewpoint are
separation distance, closing rates, cone angle to target, and target
aspect angle. These parameters are illustrated in Figure S. It is well
known that pilots prefer a tail attack; that is, with $off = 0.0; however,
many of the combat aces were expert deflection shots with machine gun or
cannon. Hence, it is assumed that the most important angle from the pilot's
aspect is the steering error-to the target, or better still, the steering
error to the firing vector.
A history of the four combat parameters, illustrated in Figure S.
for each vehicle during the dogfight of Figure 4 are presented in Table I.
This dogfight is generated by both vehicles locally maximizing the line of
sight acceleration throughout the dogfight. Several points are worth
noting. First, the firing opportunities as measured by minimum steering
error conditions all occur at large angle-off values; that is, neither
vehicle can achieve a tail attack. This behavior is typical of combative
encounters generated by line of sight steering. This tactic tends to
generate a series of scissor-like maneuvers. Second, it may be noted that
the range is moderate for all firing opportunities. Third, all firing
opportunities occur at high closing velocities.
Combat parameter values for each opportunity are illustrated in Table II
This figure also contains path integrals of the time that each vehicle is
able to maintain his opponent within a given steering error. These path
integrals are defined by
I =	 dt ; ec < 6	 (2)B
Integrals for a 10 0 , 20 0 , and 30 0 steering error are included in Table II.
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iCombat Rat
Based r.i Steering Error. It can be seen that for the type of dog-
fight considered in the previous section, the line of sight attack, that
steering error is the dominant factor in assessing combat outcome. Now,
the actual steering error values at a given opportunity are sensitive to
initial conditions; however, the integral of the time within a given
steering error is less dependent on the selected initial conditions but
remains an effective measure of the dogfight outcome. Thus, a global
combat rating, applicable to a wide range of encounters, could be based
on the steering error integrals.
In the encounter of Table II the steering error integrals for B =
10°, 20°, and 30° are roughly in proportion to each other for each vehicle.
This has been found to be usually true on a wide range of encounters. It
seems reasonable to assume that the 5 = 30 0 integral will be a less sensi-
tive measure of combat performance than the integrals within the smaller
steering error cones. Hence, the following definition may be employed for
producing a combat rating for each vehicle
jdt7
Rcl = 100 x T
	
< 30 0	(3)
tt 
c
Rc2 = 100 x YTt2 ; 6 2 < 30 0
	(4)
c
where each integration extends only over the period in which the corres-
ponding inequality is satisfied and Tc is the total combat duration; Rcl
and Rc2 therefore measure the per cent time each vehicle satisfies its
inequality function during the dogfight.
The vehicle having the highest combat rating is assumed to be the
winner in a given encounter.
Based on Steering Error and Angle-Off. While a low steering error
is essential to obtain a firing opportunity, it is not the only desirable
characteristic. Weapon system firing constraints and the dynamics of an
encounter both indicate the desirability of also obtaining a tail position
6
t(low angle-off) on the opponent. The advantage of simultaneously achieving
low steering error and low angle-off is graphically illustrated in Figure 6.
Here, the diagonal line defines the locus of points in which a vehicle and
its opponent have equality in the angle-off/steering error plane when
steering error is measured from the line of sight vector. In the shaded
half plane a vehicle has the advantage;in the other half plane a vehicle is
disadvantaged. The amount of advantage or disadvantage may be measured by
perpendicular distance from the diagonal line of equality to any point in
the plane.
The advantage of simultaneously attaining low steering error and angle
off can be incorporated into the rating function integrals of Equations (3)
and (4) by replacing the inequalities b i and b2 < 30° by the simultaneous
inequalities
ecl and ^offl < 300
6c2 and Ooff2 < 300
This is the rating currently being used in combat studies for Ames Research
Center. Other inequalities could be imposed on the period of integration
without difficulty. Some additional possibilities are discussed in the next
section.
An alternative approach to rating the outcome of an aerial combat
encounter is to employ actual kill probability estimates. This approach is
discussed in some detail in reference 2 where encounters involving cannon,
missiles, and advanced wide field of fire weapons are considered. This more
detailed approach involves determination of "co-kill probabilities" where
each vehicle exchanges fire with the other.
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Other Combat Rating Functions
Since one object of the combative encounter is to reduce the steering
error as much as possible, it could be argued that the more s- -itive 10°
cone integral should be employed; that is,
^t
CR . = .	 1	 g \ loo
I	 }tdt1+¢dt2	 c
A more sophisticated approach would be to employ a rating of the form
CRJ	
Wl llj +W2 T 2 i+1V3I3 j	 (6)
 W1(I11+I12)+W2(I21+I22)+W3(I31+I32)
(5)
1 —1
where Ii j = ¢ dt j ; e < el.
The improved performance a
reflected through the weighting
the steering error at the first
at the second opportunity, etc.
rating function of the form
tailable at low steering errors can then be
constants. Again, it could be argued that
opportunity is more significant than that
This can be recognized by creating a
W1 ec 1 i +i42 ec2j +1V3ec3i 	(7)
Rcj	 Wl(ecll+ecl2)+W2(ec21+ec22)+W3(ec31+ec32)
where ecij is the steering error at ith opportunity for the j th vehicle.
Finally , the combat rating could, of course, be based on the actual
weapon system firing constraints and probabilities of success at each opp,)r-
tunity. This approach requires information which is not always available
with reliability at the preliminary design stage. When this approach is
deemed advisable, it should be noted that Aerophysics Research Corp. (ref. 2)
has constructed a series of computer programs which allow a given combat
encounter to be "played back" with various weapon systems. However, in
using this approach it should be borne in mind that the optimal steering
8
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vector for each weapon would tend to differ. Thus, for example, the line
of sight acceleration maximization tactic used in the Figure 4 dogfight
could be more appropriate to one weapon than to another.
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Tactics to Achieve Improved Combat Rating
1 It has been noted previously that line of sight steering tends to
produce a sequence of scissor-like maneuvers.
	 These maneuvers do not
necessarily lead the advantaged vehicle to the low steering error, low
angle-off condition discussed in the combat rating section. 	 Tactics whichR
do lead to this condition could readily be devised by employing the multi-:I
variable search capability of the COAP program; however, thA preliminary
jnature of the present studies and the relatively high cost of computer
time required for tactic optimization studies dictated a trial and error
{ approach to tactic selection.
i
Throttle Control.	 Early in the development of improved tactics, it
t
became Olvious that a throttling logic must be developed; otherwise, the
i- vehicle having the acceleration advantage would achieve a higher velocity
than its opponent.
	 At the higher speed it could become out-turned by its
{ slower opponent if both have the ability to reach and pull the same normal
r1
-
-acceleration, gn	For turning race, o, is
t
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and for two vehicles pulling the same normal acceleration
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	j	 On the other hand, when the vehicles are not g limited, speed becomes an
	
- i 	 advantage, for then
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Thus, up to the speed at which the maximum load factor, or buffet angle of
attack schedule is achieved, the turn rate is improved by speeding up.
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(	 I These considerations and those of the following subsection lead to the
following rules for throttling:
1.	 Don't throttle back unless advantaged in the steering
error angle-off plane t
t
i' 2.	 Throttle to match opponent's velocity when advantaged.
r 1
t{ These simple rules appeared sufficient for the studies undertaken.
	 In more j
detailed studies the effectof 
CLmax versus Mach number would have to be
considered.	
CLmax is usually smallest in the transonic region. 	 Thus, a
supersonic aircraft throttling back may or may not improve its turn rate
f'
depending on the rate at whichCLmax decreases with falling Mach number.
k' (Again, an accelerating subsonic aircraft which is not g limited may or may
not improve its turn rate depending on how rapidly 
CLmax falls with increasing
4 Mach number.
''	 sj1 Steering Vector Selection to Attain a Tail Position. 	 The key to
x i achieving a tail position is the judicious use of lag pursuit steering.
7 , t This is illustrated in Figure 7 where the encounter of Figure 4 is rerun
with the RPV using lag pursuit steering. 	 Within 31 seconds the RPV achieves ',
r
and maintains a tail position on vehicle Z.	 It should be noted that in
{{RRiRRi^
the simulations of Figures 4 and 7, both vehicles are initially equally l
k, placed in the angle-off/steering erroriplane.
	 The normal g advantage lies
with the RPV and this allows it to perform a successful conversion onto
r
( vehicle Z's tail using simple lag pursuit.
( With more evenly matched vehicles lag pursuit must be used with
discretion.	 Figure 8 illustrates the approach developed. 	 When a vehicle
is disadvantaged a line of sight pursuit is followed; however, a "lag '<
bucket" is introduced in the advantaged half of the angle-off/steering error
f plane.	 This bucket stretches from the equality boundary to the 90° advantage
line.	 Thus, whenever a vehicle finds that it has achieved a superior
i
position, an attempt is made to trade this advantage for a more rearward
approach on the opponent.	 If a vehicle has a great enough performance
advantage on an opponent, this can be done without sacrificing the advantage.
otherwise when the line of equality is again crossed, the vehicle will revert
to line of sight pursuit.
i
A0
In initial studies, once the 90 0
 line of advantage was successfull"-
crossed, the vehicle would revert to line of sight pursuit for closure.
This tactic worked well until small steering error angle-off condition was
reached. At that point the disadvantlged vehicle could often throw off a
pursuer due to failure of the pursuer to react to a build up of velocity
normal to the line of sight by his opponent. This problem was largely
eliminated by the introduction of a lead pursuit tactic in this region of
the angle-off/steering error plane, Figure 9.
It should be noted that such a region must be introduced when cannon
or machine guns are employed. The introduction of lead pursuit, however,
does allow the defender to limit the firing time in the lead situation;
for a half roll places the pursuer on the outside again, and the lead
pursuit tactic must be maintained until lead is gained again. With air to
air missiles this defensive tactic is not so effective.
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The combined throttle/tactic selection logic outlined above Mar, applied
to a wide range of reattack situations varying from one leading to an initial
head on pass following the initial turn to situations in which the RPV ceuld
immediately turn inside his opponent, Figure 10. In all cases the logic
placed the RPV on its opponent's tail within one minute of combat time.
1;
SMUkRY
it variety of rating procedures and flight tactics suitable for eval-
uatibg aircraft relative performance in the one-on-one encounter at the
preliminary design level have been discussed. Methods for achieving tail
attack positions have been presented and the advantage of such tactics over
line-of-s , -ht attacks which lead to scissoring maneuvers have been outlined.
In particular, a method for determining steering vector as a function of
position in tho angle-off/steering error plane is suggested. Rating methods
applicable to more detailed design studies are presented in reference 2.
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FIGURE 4(B),
TYPICAL DOGFIGHT IN SIDE VIEW
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